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CernUserTopicPlugin

CernUserTopicPlugin redirects any request to a user topic to a special page where the user has the chance of going to the Phonebook, or to the actual user topic.

Exceptions:

- If you click on your own user topic, and this exists, you go there directly.
- If you click on your own user topic, and this does not exist, you get the opportunity to create it.

CernUserTopicPlugin makes sure that you cannot create a topic in the Main web where the topic name equals a WikiName which is not your own. These topic names are reserved and can only be created by the CERN login owning the WikiName that equals the topic name.

Files

- lib/TWiki/Plugins/CernUserTopicPlugin.pm
- data/TWiki/CernUserTopicPlugin.txt (this topic)

Optional settings

There are no optional settings for this plugin
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